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CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION
SoulVlgour Is a wellness company that uses massage therapy as a tool to help people
fight stress and enjoy themselves while doing so. It aims to increase work productivity

regular treatment of people suffering from various pain, anxiety, tension,
d0presslon, lethargy, or merely being tired. We serve people at their Offices, Home and

with

also at our various Corporate Spa Outlets.
I am pleased to present this Certificate of Appreciation to tflREN BAFNA of DIGITAL

TECHNOLOGIES for their great service In repairing my laptop.
Having bought a high end DELL laptop, I had expecte.d a trouble free working of the same.
The great feeling remained for only few months after which I started getting problems
with It. Had been three times before to the dealer who had sold it to me. The trouble
remained, and I was seriously concerned of the safety of the data, my 2.5 years ot'hardwork . Gave to HIREN BAFNA before deciding to buy Apple's MAC Book. He figured out the
problem, solved It, tested it and having convinced, sent the repaired laptop to me. Have
been workln1 on It since a month and Is working perfectly. Saved me a lot of sweat and

onilety.
I strongly recommend HIREN BAFNA and DI.GITAL TECHNOLOGIES and wish them the

very best Request the.m to continue the go:od work and support customers so well.

SANJEEV R.ATHI
CEO

SoulVl1our Wellness Pvt. Ltd.
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